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Question one: Read the following text carefully and then answer the 

questions that follow the text…. (24 points) 

Sadeen from Jordan, 25 years old, loves adventures and cycling. So in 2015 she 

decided to participate in a cycling competition in Abu Dhabi. Through this she 

received the award for the best player. Sadeen has very great skills like 

swimming, cycling and adventures in the mountains. 

1- How old is Sadeen? 

2- mentioned in the text that Sadeen loves some things, mention two of them. 

3- What did Sadeen decide to do in 2015? 

4- Where was the competition that Sadeen participated in? 

5- What did Sadeen receive through that competition? 

6- What does the underlined word " she " refer to ? 

7- There are many skills for Sadeen mentioned in the text, mention two of 

them. 

8- Quote the sentence showing that Sadeen received an award . 

Question two: Read the following text carefully, there are many mistakes that 

must be corrected in the bold font.(12 points) 

another 1 way of communicating with other schools is through talk 2 to people 

over the computer. most 3 computers have cameras, so you can also see the 

people you is 4 talking to. In this way students who is 5 studying English in 

Jordan can see what students in England is 6 done 7 in the classroom while 

they are speaking to them. You can also using 8 this system to inviting 9 guest 

speakers to give talks over a computer. For examples, scientist or teachers 

from another country could giving 10 a lesson to the class. If you had this type 

of lesson. 11 the students would been 12 very excited. 

1……………….2……………………..3…………………..4………………….5…………………6……………

7……………..8………………..9……….……..10………………..11………………..12…………………… 
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Question three: Below are 7-8 words. Write the correct meaning of each word 

in the following.(20 points) 

1- Founder  

2- Chemistry 

3- Famous  

4- Talent 

5- Composition  

6- Daughter  

7- University  

8- Centre 

9- Suggest                                           10- There are many 

 

Question four: For items (1-10), read each one carefully then choose from 

a,b,c or d the correct answer.(20 points) 

1- London was the place ……………the Olympic Games were held in 2012CE. 

A. What                        B. whose         C. where                            D. which 

2- The thing ………..…… Al-Jazari invented was the mechanical clock. 

A. Who                         B. that              C. when                              D. what 

3- The year ……………… they closed the company was 1995. 

A. Who                         B. where          C. when                              D. which 

4- She is the student………..…….handwriting is the best in my class. 

A. What                        B. whose          C. where                            D. which 

5- How……………….juice do you want to buy for your mother? 

A. Many                       B. some            C. much                              D. few 

6- ………….. information ………… important because the company depends on it . 

A. Some/were          B. many/was           C. some/was                D. few/were 

7- Leen has to …………… hard to pass the exam, because she wants to graduate 

this class. 

A. Studies                  B. study                   C. studying                    D. studied 
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8- They will  ............ to Spain in order to complete their academic studies in 

postgraduate studies. 

A. Travel               B. travelling                C. travelled                 D. travels  

9- …………… did Laila go to university? In the car. 

A. Why                   B. when                       C. how                         D. where  

10- ……………. does it take from Balqa to Salt in the car? One hour 

A. How long         B. how old                  C. how often               D. how far 

 

                                                         The End  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


